
Brave the elements but 
stay dry – ecologically
Durable Water Repellence (DWR)
without fluorine



HeiQ – Your innovation partner

HeiQ is three-in-one: scientific research, chemical manufacturing and
consumer ingredient branding, all for improving the lives of billions of 
people through perfecting the every day product of textile.

HeiQ was founded in 2005 during a hike in the Swiss Alps by Carlo 
Centonze (ETH) and Dr. Murray Height (MIT) as a spin-off of Swiss 
Federal Institute of Technology in Zürich (ETH)

Innovative and disruptive in a sustainable way, HeiQ is a leader in textile 
innovation creating some of the most effective, durable and high-
performance textile effects in the market today.

HeiQ engages with textile brands along the entire value chain to 
innovate, differentiate products and capture the added value at the point 
of sale.

HeiQ is the most nimble multinational in textile effects and employs 
80 professionals of 20 nationalities in 10 countries on 5 continents and 
have innovation partners from over 50 countries.

HeiQ corporate video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFDwxz-jcs4


Sustainability
is at the core of our business.
We aim to improve the life of billions of 

people by making textile a better product.

We are commited to preserving

the environemnt, and helping 

our brand and mill partners   

achieve the same.
We apply a standard

product stewardship process 

to ensure that our products 

are compliant with internat-

ional and national environ-

mental regulations. 
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HeiQ global network
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HeiQ Office & Production

HeiQ Staff

HeiQ’s Distribution Partners

HeiQ’s FTZ Warehouses

HeiQ’s Research Network



HeiQ is the Innovation Partner of over 150 brands
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Aligned with your brand, HeiQ helps you realize the value of innovations on the market 

and provides a 360° services approach that can be tailored to your specific needs:

Product development services

Rapid trouble shooting

Mill recommendations

Rapid supply through 

distribution network

Legal compliance services

Marketing services 

EHS & sustainability 

services

Technical services Consumer branding tools

Testing services

360° services for brand partners

more…

more…

more…

more…

more…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gFDwxz-jcs4
http://heiq.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/20180308_HeiQ-Differentiating-at-the-POS_heiq.com_.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0qdnlbZVy5s
http://heiq.com/services/
http://heiq.com/services/
http://heiq.com/services/
http://heiq.com/services/
http://heiq.com/services/


HeiQ key product innovation families
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HeiQ key product innovation families
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What is the issue?



Consumers demand water repellent technology
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1 CCI & Cotton Inc. 2016 Activewear global market study

59% shoppers are interested in Water 

Repellent technology (WR)2

But Retail availability of clothing with WR is 

only 1%1

41% consumers interested in WR in 

casualwear, 31% in business wear1

Currently, products 

with water repellent 

functionality are 

priced with +95% 

premium1



Consumer perception goes green

▪ Environmental-friendliness of the material matters 
to 52% of consumer when they make water-
repellent clothing/ footwear purchase decisions3

▪ 49% consumers think it is important that a water-
repellent product is PFC-free3

▪ 45% of consumers associate the use of PFCs with 
environmental pollution, harm to humans and 
aquatic life and lack of biodegradability2

▪ Consumer and environmental advocacy 
organizations aggressively target the reputation of 
brands who use PFCs 

2 Study by de Montfort University, published by the European Outdoor Group (October 2015)

3 HeiQ Textile Market Knowledge Center Water Repellent Functions Survey (August 2018) 
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Outdoor end-consumers: Oil repellency not required
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* Philippa J. Hill et al, University of Leeds: “Substitution of PFAS chemistry in outdoor apparel and the impact on repellency performance” (2017)
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▪ According to a study about 
DWR on outdoor apparel, 
end-consumer do not require 
“oil repellency” 

▪ 82% consider water 
repellency to be the most 
important factor

The study found the DWR 
performance of fabrics finished 
with PFC and non-PFC 
chemistry to be similar!

DWR outdoor apparel buying factors:
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What is the solution?



Offer your customers non-PFC DWR

▪ Eco-friendly HeiQ Eco Dry performs as well as 
PFC technologies when it comes to DWR 

▪ Offer your customers effective, eco-friendly 
DWR to 

▪ ...stay dry in adverse conditions

▪ ...prevent wetting and cooling out

▪ …wear breathable rain gear
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About HeiQ Eco Dry

▪ HeiQ Eco Dry is a product family of eco-friendly, non-PFC-based, highly 
effective durable water repellent textile finishing technologies
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HeiQ Barrier ECO-DRY HeiQ Barrier ECO-CEL

HeiQ Barrier PARS HeiQ Barrier ECO-CAP
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How?
Learn from nature!



Learning from nature

[1] https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3AWater_drop_on_a_leaf.jpg (accessed October 2015), By photo taken by flickr user tanakawho (flickr) [CC BY 2.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
[2] https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3AFeather_and_water_droplet_(292952818).jpg (accessed October 2015), By aussiegall from sydney, Australia [CC BY 2.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
[3] https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3ADew_on_a_Equisetum_fluviatile_Luc_Viatour.jpg (accessed October 2015), I, Luc Viatour [CC BY-SA 2.5-2.0-1.0 (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.5-2.0-1.0)], via Wikimedia Commons
[4] https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:ValleyOfFlowers_MorningDew.JPG#/media/File:ValleyOfFlowers_MorningDew.JPG (accessed October 2015), by User:Pankaj Says So - Own work. Licensed under Public Domain via Commons

[1] [2] [4][3]



How does a duck stay dry without fluorine?

“It’s like water off a duck’s back…”

▪ Ducks stay dry – even during rain.
Feathers are naturally extremely water-repellent

▪ Their secret lies in a fatty secretion and in numerous 
linked 3D micro feather strands possessing a very small 
contact surface

▪ How can garments stay durably dry without 
fluorine?

▪ The answer is HeiQ Eco Dry – a hydrophobic textile effect 
providing durable water-repellent performance with the 
help of a special 3D structure
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The fluorine-free solution: HeiQ Eco Dry

▪ Hydrophobic, 3-dimensional 
hyper-branched carbon polymers
with a large number of functional
branches

▪ Self-assembling polymer
technology with rapid
crystallization

▪ Maximum anchorage to textile 
fibers thanks to the formation of
a durable polyurethane
backbone polymer film
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Product description – HeiQ Eco Dry

▪ HeiQ Eco Dry is a topical textile treatment for all textile fibers typically 
applied by padding, building a 3D surface structure to provide enhanced  
water repellency

▪ Super-hydrophobic properties thanks to very high contact angle and 
minimal contact area

▪ HeiQ Eco Dry provides textiles with durable water-repellent properties while 
maintaining important textile parameters such as color-fastness, 
breathability, pilling and snagging properties
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Where can HeiQ Eco Dry be 
used?



HeiQ Eco Dry handles wet weather

▪ HeiQ is provides protection against water and 
water-based stains and is ideally suited for: 

▪ Outdoor jackets

▪ Windbreakers

▪ Hiking pants

▪ Fleece

▪ Footwear

▪ Applicable to cellulosics, synthetics and blend
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Test results – HeiQ Barrier ECO-DRY for synthetics

Spray Test: Bulk result examples for different qualities of PES & PA

Spray rating test acc. to AATCC 22 (maximum rating of 100); Home laundry test at 40°C acc. to ISO 6330
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Polyester fabrics have been tested up to 20x washes

Polyamide fabrics have been tested up to 30x/60x washes

[LS15-00577 / LS15-00573 / LS16-00355 / LS16-00095]



Test results – HeiQ Barrier ECO-DRY for synthetics

Bundesmann Test: Bulk result examples for different qualities of PES & PA

Bundesmann test acc. to ISO 9865 (rainy note on scale of 1 to 5 maximum); Home laundry test at 40°C acc. to ISO 6330
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Tested fabric samples from Outdoor wear customer

[LS15-01094 / LS15-01043]
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10x washed 5 5 4 15.3%



Test results – HeiQ Barrier ECO-CEL for cotton

Spray Test: Bulk result examples for different qualities of cotton

Spray rating test acc. to AATCC 22 (maximum rating of 100); Home laundry test at 40°C acc. to ISO 6330
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[LS15-00158 / LS15-00572]
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How can HeiQ Eco Dry be 
tested?



Repellency test methods: Spray Test – AATCC 22

▪ 250ml of water is uniformly sprayed on a 
fabric specimen mounted at an angle of 45°

▪ Spray rating is determined by comparing 
fabric appearance with descriptive and 
photographic standards
→ Maximum rating of 100 indicating highest 
performance

▪ Home laundry test according to ISO 6330

▪ Evaluation possible after tumble or air 
drying
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Repellency test methods: Bundesmann Rain – ISO 9865

▪ Fabric sample exposed to defined rain 
conditions for a period of 10 or 30 minutes

▪ Degree of water repellency is assessed 
visually and rated according to a standardized 
scale
→ Rating scale from 1 to maximum 5

▪ Weight of water absorption is also measured 
for each fabric sample
→ Water uptake measured in %
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ISO 9865 method: Bundesmann test setup
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Repellency test methods: Water Dragging Footwear

▪ Test method according to specific 
footwear brands to evaluate capillary 
water absorption of a textile material

▪ Principle is water dragging or vertical 
wicking after prolonged time, typically 
two hours

▪ The distance of the dragging line from 
the reference line is measured in mm 

▪ Optimal result is 0 mm meaning totally 
repellent, no absorption
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Repellency test methods: HeiQ Roll-Off Angle Test

▪ The angle at which a droplet of any liquid rolls-off the fabric is an indicator 
of the repellency power of the fabric

▪ Static roll-off angle: A water droplet is applied to the surface of a flat fabric 
sample that is initially oriented horizontally; fabric sample is gradually 
inclined and inclination angle where the droplet begins to roll down is the 
static roll-off angle
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Diagram of the static roll-off angle method
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Ecological 

water repellent

Repellency effects: Meeting each demand
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HeiQ Eco Dry C6-DWR technologies

Basis
Hydrocarbon polymer

(hyper-branch structure)

Fluorocarbon polymer

(C6 components)

Contains Fluorine No Yes

PFOA residues No No

Water repellency (spray) +++ +++

Water repellency (rain) ++ +++

Oil repellency * ++

Durability (laundry) +++ ++

Durability (abrasion) +++ ++

Handle impact Low Medium

* Oil repellency is only possible with fluorine-based products.

Ecological 

oil & water repellent
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HeiQ Eco Dry
Consumer Benefit
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Benefit claims for the 

consumer:

✓ Stay dry

✓ Breathable

✓ No harmful 

fluorocarbon

✓ Explore and 

experience nature

✓ Eco-friendly & 

Sustainable

O2O Hangtag
✓ Link offline and online

✓ 55% consumers read 

the tag

Other communication tool support
• Co-branded press release & 

distribution

• Packaging design

• Customised videos

• Sales force training

• Consumer polling

• In-store display tools

• Sticker & shelf-talker

Graphic illustration
✓ Science explained

✓ Reason-to-believe

Permanent labels
✓ Stay through life of 

product

✓ Remind consumer that 

your product provides 

extra value

✓ Sew-in/ edge/ 

reflective/ embroidered

Online video
✓ Story-telling

✓ Emotional
中文字幕版本

Flyer
✓ Information for 

your sales force

✓ 有中文版本

✓ 日本語版があります

HeiQ tools help you 
capture the added value 

at the Point of Sales

https://www.youtube.com/user/HeiQmaterials
https://youtu.be/zZX0MSYr7s0
https://youtu.be/zZX0MSYr7s0
http://i.youku.com/u/UNDUyMDgwMDMwOA==
http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XMjY2MDIyNDE1Ng==.html?from=s1.8-1-1.2


Ecological footprint

▪ No fluorine: no PFOS, no PFOA

▪ No formaldehyde

▪ No waste water burden

▪ No organic halogen compounds

▪ No water toxicity

▪ No oral toxicity

▪ No AOX value

HeiQ Eco Dry is THE sustainable
solution for water repellency!
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Regulatory Coverage of
HeiQ Eco Dry



Working with HeiQ Eco Dry

▪ Exceptional efficiency and durability (100% DWR 
performance up to 50 washings depending on fiber type)

▪ High abrasion resistance

▪ Perceptible soft hand feel, no compromise on breathability 

▪ Good laundry-air-dry (LAD) behavior

▪ Compliant with EU REACH, US TSCA, JP METI

▪ Conform with ZDHC

▪ bluesign approved

▪ Conform with Oekotex standard



HeiQ Switzerland

HeiQ Materials AG

Ruetistrasse 12

8952 Schlieren

Zurich Switzerland

Phone: +41 56 250 68 50

Fax: +41 56 250 68 41

info@heiq.com

www.heiq.com

HeiQ Hong Kong

HeiQ Ltd.

Unit 1101, 11/F, Tower 1

Cheung Sha Wan Plaza

833 Cheung Sha Wan Road

Lai Chi Kok, Kowloon

Hong Kong

HeiQ Australia

HeiQ Australia Pty. Ltd.

PO Box 940

Geelong VIC 3220

Australia

Differentiate.
Innovate.

HeiQ USA

HeiQ ChemTex Inc.

P.O. Box 5228

Concord, NC 28027

USA

Follow us:
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https://www.youtube.com/user/HeiQmaterials
https://www.facebook.com/HeiQMaterialsTextileInnovation/
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/915953/
https://www.instagram.com/heiqmaterials/
https://twitter.com/heiq_materials

